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We are pleased to announce that the HIK.A will award
cash prizes in May for the best poem, short story and
essay that appears in the magazine this year, 1959-60.
The judges and the amount of the awards will be an
nounced in the near future.
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CHRISTOPHER ERIC SPEETH

The Lesson
"the stillness was too perfect to be modern,
the nearness counted so as distance"
Parti
"Do you believe in progress?" he asked.
There was a profound silence. He ran his hand through his long
white hair.
"I give up—dilletantes, dilletantes—you be all untalented—extremely
untalented."
He drew a pair of long white gloves over his thin fingers, picked up a
brief case and cane, and left the studio slamming the door behind. There was
no future for our sculptor in this country. Why did he leave Europe after the
war? Hoping to find a peaceful place to work? This and the expectation of
new views, new frontiers? Muscle-men—that's all they want here, he
thought. But what would he say to his wife? He would most certainly be
fired the following day. But they were untalented—all that is, save one. One
had potential, a certain energy—besides, he was left-handed—a veritable
sign of genius. And if it were noticed how this student's ears were fastened
to his head—Greek, positively Greek, like Apollo. That such beauty should
be rotting in the States. No, he would not think of it. He must go back to
the studio.
The sun was intense outside the building. The parched trees moved to
and fro gently with the breeze which hung dryly about the figure of our
sculptor. As he walked, his cane clicked quietly against the curb. He looked
down the street to the low buildings cut clearly against the sky. Yes, he must
go back. He turned about and, after hesitating momentarily, re-traced his
steps to the studio.
"I be sorry," he yelled in the doorway.
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The class, by this time avidly engrossed in other things, were startled by
his return. But they soon started laughing. The Baron removed his gloves
again, thinking the laughter a symbol of forgiveness as well as providing an
opportune time to begin.
"Much clay—clay," he screamed.
His Apollo brought more clay. Indeed, he was the only student who
bothered to understand him, for he was, perhaps, the only student who
needed to understand.
"When you work with clay, you be gods," he started. "Just like the be
ginning you be make from clay, so can you make others like you. Just so you
need a god to show you how—but remember, there be good gods and bad
gods. A bad god be make people just like himself—a looking glass image.
This be not good, for he does not create, he merely copies—but a good god
does something more new—Watch."
He scooped a handful of clay from the freshly moistened batch and
applied it to a wire frame. Slowly a head was formed over the wire. With
rapid, skillful motions, first the nose, the lips, and then the eyes appeared.
The students looked in amazement at this wonderfully executed bust.
"The old Romans have holes in the eyesballs. Some people say for jewels,
but they be now stolen. I like smooth eyesballs like the Greeks," he added.
He finished moulding the eyes, stood back and, looking straight into
them said, "Good afternoon." Then, turning to the class and seeing that they
enjoyed his joke remarked:
"See, now I be like God. We make you Bluebeard."
And he was like God. He motioned for them to start. The students took
some clay and proceeded to imitate the bust.
"Robots, machines," he screamed. "We must do our own works. Imita
tion perhaps be in this country good, but not for me."
His green eyes pierced the musty room. They glowed as if burning a
message into the souls of each of his students. Suddenly, he heard his favorite
with a hammer in his left hand who was hacking away at a granite pole
which supported the ceiling of the studio.
"Genius," he cried. "You are taking away God's work—you are
destroying."
The granite chips flew in all directions breaking into powder as they
came in contact with the floor. The class, seeing that the master was pleased
with all this, each took up mallets and assumed positions at various poles in
the studio.
"Philistines," he yelled. "Can you not think of something by yourselves?
Never, never will you create like gods."
The class finally grasped the day's lesson. One less imaginative student
started burning holes in the rubber tiled floor. Another was painting the
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windows black. Clay was being tossed at the walls and rolled across the
floor. In an instant the room was totally disrupted. The tin oil tubes were
opened and squeezed in large globs on the tables. Water was flowing over
the sinks and onto the floor where it joined with the clay to form a muddy
crust. Some of the students started to chant and scream while others emitted
shrill, hideous laughter. Three of the younger male students stripped nude
and attacked a woman who just entered the studio to inquire about taking
lessons. She backed against the black windows screaming—it was too late.
Her garments were torn one by one and sent flying to the floor.
"Orgy," cried the Baron with glee. "Genuine creation."
Meanwhile the ceiling was sagging.
"Look out, Chicken Licken," cried one of the students.
Some plaster came crashing down onto the floor. The sun, making its
way through a hole in the ceiling, illuminated the dark room, brilliantly
spot-lighting the derobed woman who was stooping in a corner. She was
using her hands as fig leaves in the Renaissance manner, and a faint smile
was perceptible as the dark wet clay oozed down her shiny white body. The
three men, muscles erect, had joined three women of their choice and were
dancing around Apollo who was adding the last touches to his pole.
"Enough for today," the Baron said putting on his gloves. "Clean up and
go home. I will see you in the museum tomorrow. You be all gods, if
you work."
No one was listening to him however, but he did not mind. He wore
the smile of a Buddha for the first time since he arrived in this country. Since
the door was inaccessible, he climbed out through the roof. Then, by a series
of acrobatics, he managed to lower himself to the ground. Once on the street
he thought that America was not so bad. They just needed a master to start—
to help them along. And he was the chosen master. His mission on earth—
his quest for beauty and sincerity was being realized.
The sun was fast sinking in the west as he walked toward his hoilse.
Under the dark El Greco sky our master was already organizing tomorrow's
lesson. He greeted his wife at the door and told her of the day's experience.
She seemed pleased at his success. He carried her joyfully to bed where he
again observed that she was as lovely as a Cellini creation. He went to the
closet where he pulled out an enormous silk American flag. With it he
covered himself and his beloved and went happily to sleep.
Part 11
Our Apollo was the first to arrive at the museum in the morning. The
sky was still dark. He carried an old wooden paint box under one arm with
an easel to match strapped to his back. He sat on one of the marble steps
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trying to imitate Rodin's Thinker who was sitting behind him. He found it
almost impossible to put his one elbow on the opposite knee. Once in this
position he certainly could not think. "Perhaps Rodin wanted us to under
stand that there are no simple thoughts," he wondered. "But why then
would he cast such a large statue for such a simple reason—there must be a
better explanation." As he was thinking, a girl he met at the studio the day
before came up to him.
"Too bad about your pole," she said.
He shook his head. Yes, it was too bad. That's why it fell. But the idea
was good. Perhaps he would someday make another pole—a glorious pole—
but not now, not today—he had other things in mind. She too had other
things in mind.
"Let's walk around to the garden," she said.
They went around the marble building together. She did not walk
right, he thought. She walked as if she were holding something between
her knees. Of course Apollo noticed that she was quite beautiful—If she
would only stop walking; then I could love and cherish her. But she con
tinued to step into the garden. Here Apollo took his eyes away from hers in
disgust and fixed them on a row of Mailol's nudes who were standing play
fully near a pond. He ran over to them and started fondling their metal
breasts. The Baron arrived just in time to prevent this affection from becom
ing too personal.
"Back, my son," he yelled. "Some day you be making wonderful statues
like Mailol."
The youth turned away from the figures so sharply that his easel clanged
against the thigh of one of the statues.
"Leave me alone," he cried. "You have no right to interfere.
"Come with me," said the Baron kindly. "It be time for our lesson."
The girl ran over to Apollo to console him. They then walked into the
museum where they were joined by other members of the class. Once inside
they set up their equipment and gathered around the master.
"Today we erase the past," bellowed the Baron.4 And the past for artists
is the 16th century. From this time we still look to see a measure a scale on
which to balance. And there still be people who say the 16th century is
superior. I say no—no. We must, like yesterday in the studio, create and
destroy—then we know that we be gods. To paint like Raphael be only
possible if we can destroy like Raphael and do again something more. Then
we have progress—then we be climbing to the top. I feel that we are ready
to do this wonderful work. Let's begin."
Shouts of enthusiasm echoed through the empty museum. Begin, begin," the students cried.
Apollo immediately pulled a large Titian from the wall where it was
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hanging and placed it carefully upon his easel. Then he splattered various
colored pigments on the surface until the portrait beneath was concealed.
Though not completely satisfied, he had to work fast. He quickly put the
Titian back in place and grabbed the Bronzino on its left. Other students
took the Raphael's, Durer's, Brueghel's, Tintoretto's, and El Greco's and
did similarly. At the same time the Baron was busily painting an abstraction
over one of Da Vinci's later works. In a little over an hour they were finished.
All of the wet paintings were back in their places on the walls.
"There is progress," yelled the Baron. "When they look at the 16th
century they be looking now at the 20th."
The students flocked out of the back of the museum just as the guard
was opening the front door. The Baron led them around the building, up
the front steps, and back into the museum. As they had scarcely enough ti me
to finish their work—they must now return to admire it.
Good morning," he said to the guard. "I have some students who would
like to see the 16th century room."
"Just go down the corridor to your left and—"
"I know," interrupted the Baron.
They admired the paintings all morning. Other people wandered in and
out, and, as they were milling about, it was generally affirmed that no modern
artist could paint squares and circles and egg-shaped things like Leonardo.
The class gradually dismissed itself so that by noon Apollo and the girl
were the only students left.
You be come to my house for dinner?" asked the Baron. "My wife be
glad to have you."
"Sure," said Apollo.
"I'd be delighted," replied the girl.
They walked toward the Baron's house. It was a peculiarly colorless day.
Under the barren sky, the master could not think of anything for the next
lesson. It would come to him though—perhaps it would take awhile.
Part 111
They arrived at the Baron s house in the rain. The master opened the
door and issued the young couple into the living room. There, standing about
everywhere, were large plaster heads about twice human size. They were
all well-made caricatures and together gave the room a certain unreality—
a fairy-book quality.
Be welcome, he said. "I bring my wife. She must still be sleeping." He
walked into the bedroom and gently said: "Wake up, dear. We have guests."
He brought her into the living room. There, standing close beside, he intro
duced her to the couple.
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Apollo started laughing. The girl tried to control him.
"How long have you been married?" he asked.
"Almost 23 years," answered the Baron.
Again Apollo laughed but this time the laughter slowly turned to anger.
"You've had 23 years yet you had the audacity to stop me in the
garden," Apollo said belligerently.
"But you did not make the statues in the garden," retorted the sculptor.
Apollo jumped up and went close to the Baron.
"No, I didn't," he shouted.
He grasped the Baron's wife by the shoulders and threw her to the floor.
With a resounding crash she broke into pieces.
"No. No. Look what you've done," screamed the Baron.
Apollo just stood there and laughed. The Baron went into the bedroom,
picked up the flag and carried it into the living room where he fashioned a
sack out of it. He bent over his broken wife sobbing violently as he put the
pieces carefully into the silk bag. Then, holding it tenderly in his arms, he
ran out into the rain yelling "Sabotage, sabotage."
Apollo stopped laughing. He thought he understood. Perhaps it was his
turn to teach—no, it couldn't be that. He had a violent feeling of remorse.
He ran to the door and shouted "Thank you, thank you," but there was no
reply. He must have been mistaken. Yes, yes, the pole. It was too confusing.
The whole spectrum of his thoughts were mixed first one way, then another
until they finally ran together to form a horrible, undefinable image. He
came back into the room and sat beside the girl on the sofa. He sat there
for a long time—motionless, almost indiscernible from the plaster caricatures
surrounding him.

ROBERT HOWELL

A Night-Piece, to Julia
Who would go safe into the night,
Set wisdom in your head
And carry a flashlight.
Night's pajamas have been ripped;
Her body is exposed.
Come see; her mystery's been stripped.
Come see the secrets here displayed;
Come and sing a salving Hymn:
This light is very dim.
Splintered thickets claw the moon,
Sticks have crossed against the stars,
Stones break up beneath Mars.
The wind blows, hesitant, uncertain.
Down the wild flower drops a petal
Crinkling like thin wrinkled metal.
With dead leaves carpet to their skin
Earthworms slide out of deep holes.
Through Burrows dart neurotic moles
And bats like spiders on the sky.
An owl has snatched a mouse:
"Put order in your house."
Put order in your house.
Before the ragged land of Nod
Bow down; lift up a prayer to God.
Then walk out safrly in the night,
Go courageous from my sid<
But first turn on your light.
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Pictures of a Pleasant Visit
"In Tacos donkeys brayed and loud bells tolled;
It was so noisy we could hardly get
To sleep that night in Tacos, Mexico."
Heat broke and flooded on the balcony,
Poured slowly down as liquid yellow glass
Across a steady-candled countryside.
It settled like molasses in our room.
We could not sleep, for donkeys brayed,
Hoarse bells tolled each draining hour at Tacos
As though it were a carnival in Hell.
Returning from the town, our visitors
Swayed like exhausted pinwheels near below;
Then flinging out their arms they snapped the necks
Of their tequilla bottles on the wall
And smashed that hardened yellow glass.
It was the sinusoidal noise and mules'
Braying, cathedral bells and vendors' gongs
That stamped the drumhead meters for their songs,
Made rhythms tremble through our dampened bed.
So pitched, our bodies moved in sympathy
To reenact in awkward ritual then
A European triumph and collapse
In America;
while the deep bells clanged
All donkeys brayed and yellow lightning ran
Through glass as Cortez took to drunken bed
In a mutually compliant rape
His avocado-bodied Aztec courtesan.

JAMES NOHRNBERG

England
On the brisk chesterfield
Reigns Elizabeth
Over the lemon slices
Dissolving sugar cubes
Counciled in cut glass.
The tea entices
Poured from porcelain tubes.
Mistress of an empty moment
Among a face-card court
Gathered with the dying light
To figure china eyes
Tennysonnian antique.
Chess red chess white keep patrol,
Collage with an evening news.
The cream curdles ivory,
Fades within the cooling tea;
A slight spill recedes
From the saucer's verge
To an impassive ceramic lip.
She ponders on a straying lock
Whether titian whether gray.
Her host a moment gone,
The chess like relics stare;
She takes pause on an accident at sea,
Straightens, replaces
The fog about her kings
Where hulls rage up sink down
Like kites with snarled strings.
The sceptered pewter is'set down.
The china cream and china water
Arbitrate in dear dead brown.
Where the weaving's whole
The upholstery guards wane roccoco roses.
Find diversion for the chatting days,
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Days whose dates soon cease to matter.
Children risk pale hands in London Bridge
Ladies pennies in a game of cards...
Northern houses at night are cold.
Elizabeth no longer thinks of love,
Slightly affairs that still pursue
Dreams where the rose red and white
Cannot tatter.

The Lady of the Arts and Poeme
You hear them shuffling at the door
The years like twenty thieves come for more.
The dusk within parries blows and gusts
Muffles lies and hides disgusts.

She knew she was liberally inclined—
(The books she'd bought...)
Not confined to a teacup soul
(The liquor in the cabinent being what,
Quite what a liquor cabinet ought.)
In the tobacco haze of party guests
She introduced such as me to such as you,
Directing us to the artists on the wall,
Icons of this and other rendezvous,
Stepped back from creation's paint, mused, withdrew.
The unsouled zodiac turned much as we,
Unthought ends tutoring unthought minds,
From music in couples to the privacy of the head,
Round and round with a chewing rind,
To define one's terms, to get one s guests declined.
She shined. The combs within her hair
(Given the darkest rinse)
Bristled latin among the sundry tongues
(Indication of a kind of consequence)
And the politics of sundry tints.
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She made her gambits to arrange coevals,
—Do pardon me—arched to reach a tray,
Her dress discreetly showed us,
—A woman lives but once and once is but a day—
Such as we are introduced in such a way.
To get a body together, the stay behind the dress,
Marharani of the arts and poeme
Poised deep her derriere, girdled the crowd
Overarched by her tent a'abri, a culture dome;
Gay the cloth against disfigured pagan rome.
At midnight she undergoes dismemberment,
Slightly checked by their goodnights;
But they shall sojourn in all cities,
Sail to the seething west, minions of the light,
From this Greece, making launches of her heart.

JOHN M. ANDERSON

Ice Age
It is not snowing now; the sky is slate
And time is but the mainspring of a watch.
Round hours cannot turn and even fate
Huddles suspended in this icy notch.
Beneath a worn veneer of tired concern
We could not care and tried to disengage
Ourselves in cold storage; hoping to earn
Relief in the vice of a new ice age.
Now that decay is fixed we are quite free:
Caught in chilly lips that not only keep
Our dull suspense, but allow us to be
Warmed by the comfort of cold induced sleep.
It is the gentlest way. When the eyes fold
You slide asleep and never feel the cold.

JONATHAN KLEINBARD

As Intimate As It Is
There were only a few of us left when Russet began talking. The women
were inside chatting. About us, on the porch, half empty glasses, what
remained of a Sunday afternoon cocktail party, glinted in a June sun. Russet
himself sat in the darkest corner of the porch, where the light seemed hardly
to touch, stopping within a pace of his chair, as though it feared to meet the
man. And the man sat with his legs stretched out in front of him, his hands
firmly planted on the chair's arms, the blunt, but handsomely defined features
of his face keeping their calm, impartial expression as he talked, that ring
of while hair circling his head to add the final, judicial touch.
"There is really nothing I'd rather talk less about, he said. But it is
so curious. And I heard so many of you gossiping about it this afternoon . ..
no, not your wives, whom we usually accuse . . . but the men. The thing
that bothered me so much is that no one . . . not one of you hit upon it. I
mean that you all had, in your various stories and opinions, wronged the
whole affair."
1 suppose we knew from the first that Russet was speaking about Charles
Baldur. And, I think, we all, all of us sitting about Russet, reddened a little.
For, certainly, as Russet said, Baldur had been the afternoon's topic, like
some kind of food on the buffet, sampled and appreciated by each of us in a
different way, its identity unknown.
Russet continued, lowering his voice so that we bent to listen towards
his chair. "I suppose it came rather suddenly for all of you to learn that
Charles had taken his vows. I knew, quite some time ago, that he had
entered a monastery in the South. It's been almost five years now since he
decided." He paused. Then, "You may wonder why I shall speak of what I
know . . . especially when it's so intimate ... a confidence. But it s been so
long, and Charles will never return here and you'll never see him again
Besides, it's better that it comes out now, like this, than through the type o
distortion I observed this afternoon.
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Some of us winced, but kept silent, at the legal mind's precision. Baldur's
taking vows had been a surprise to us all. I could remember thinking, those
five years or so ago when I had missed Charles Baldur, that he had gone
abroad. Since then I had forgotten him until someone had mentioned seeing
Baldur's name in the newspapers, just a line or two, something about the
estate passing to a distant, but lone, relative, as a result of the boy's
final denial.
It was a surprise because Baldur had been almost the extreme from a
devout person. As a matter of fact, I remembered reading a piece by him in
one of the quarterlies, a short fiction with a decidedly amoral ring to it.
"I can't stop now," Russet continued, "to see the boy thrown about by a
group of us who would never understand." Somebody scraped his chair.
Russet looked up. "Oh, I know it sounds terribly presumptive of me, espe
cially from a man older than most of you, pretending the robes of age. But
you're so immersed in it all, in living, so to speak. And I, well, retired as I
am, I've withdrawn a bit. I think I see it more than you can."
Russet stretched his legs. "I had known Charles' family for quite some
time through my practice. I was, beside his father's attorney, a close friend.
Both parents had been dead for almost a year when Charles came to see me.
I had left my practice more than a month, but was still living in the city. The
boy was only twenty-four or five, and had served his army time, as well as
finishing up his schooling. He was working for a book publisher. Anyhow,
as I well knew, he didn't need much money, being the only child and the
estate quite large.
He had come to tell me that he was entering an order. I can remember
his appearance, even his manner of speaking. He stood in the door, very
quiet, as though silence had its cloak about his shoulders. But he didn't even
wait until he got inside ... you remember how excited, so full of enthusiasm
he always was ... well, I suppose this was that 'excitedness' showing through
the morbidity of his aspect. He simply said, standing there in the doorway,
his face cast downward, 'I've thought, Mr. Russet, of taking vows.' I didn't
know what he was talking about and must have looked positively stupid,
standing there, staring back at him. But, as it dawned on me what he meant,
as the surprise, the strangeness of what he said, grew, I was barely able, in
my confusion, to usher him in.
"Once seated, he unfolded his tale, in starts and stops, hardly as I tell it
here. It was quite late when so sirqple a story was finished—dawn, to
be exact."
Russet continued, speaking in that monotone which seemed to refuse
to suffix a comment onto his words. "I didn't have to start him off. It was as
though it came to him in spurts, but all, all fitted so well together. For, I
suppose, I became a kind of confessor. 'Do you remember Nanna?' He
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asked. Of course I did, for only about nine or ten months ago, at the time
of his father's death, I had seen the girl with Charles."
The three other men on the porch got up. "Really, Russet," one of them
said, "we must be off. Thanks so much. Hear your tale another time."
Russet looked at me. I hailed one of them who was walking toward the
door, "Tell my wife that I'll be with her in a while."
They left us, going inside to find their women. Russet smiled at me.
"I'm so glad that at least you stayed. I didn't like telling it to so many, but
they'd been talking. And, as intimate as it is, it must be righted." He said
it all so delicately, concluding with a soft, "You'll do." "Where was I? Oh
yes. Nanna was a very fine girl—looking and, and, how shall we say, just
her being, her poise. Charles had met her at work. He thought very highly
of her ... I could see that in the way they stood together, the manner in
which he introduced us. Of course, his father's funeral was neither time nor
the place for this kind of impression, but it recalled itself so easily as he spoke
about her there in my apartment. 'You know, Mr. Russet, that Nanna and
I have been seeing quite a bit of each other. Of course, you saw us only that
once together ... but I think you knew how matters stood.'
"Oh, he was a remarkably sensitive, perceptive person. I could feel him
digging about for the proper way in which to express himself, in which to
put the whole thing, whatever it was, before me, just for me. 'Can you
imagine, Russet, what it's been like. I mean, how I've suffered. I know this
sounds melodramatic now, but . . . but . . .'
"I didn't want to rush him into it, whatever it was, so I stood up and,
with my back to him, turned on a table lamp or two, turned to him, offered
him a cigarette—which he refused, filled my own pipe, keeping, all the time,
my eyes away from his face, wanting to give him the chance to speak
boldly. 'I've been working for a book publisher, you know, Russet, since 1
finished my stretch in the army. Nanna worked there, too. I had noticed her,
noticed what a charming thing she was, and, in the usual manner, had talked
about her, as well as some of the other girls in the office, to some of the men
who worked there. People with whom I was becoming familiar. But I didn t
really take an interest in the girl until I discovered that she traveled the
same route I did on her way home, getting off only a stop or two before
me. At first I didn't venture much, but then I worked up my courage and,
one afternoon, on the way out, sat down beside her on the hus. I let it go
at that for a while ... you know, the most trivial conversation.
" 'But she appealed to me more and more. As a matter of fact, she was
the only woman reader in our office, the rest of the girls doing secretarial
work. But it wasn't her position so much, I mean that she was on an equal
standing with myself . . . oh, all that's ridiculous ... it was that she was so
fine, so intelligently fine . . . beside, of course, being so pretty ... 1 mean,
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she knew how to respond to me so well. Even the most trivial, which, at
that time was all that I uttered, she could meet so well.
" I finally worked up to asking her to dinner. When I went to pick
her up, I met, for the first time, her brother and sister. You don't know
them, do your' I nodded a no and he continued: 'Good. For this so much
concerns them. Nanna s brother, Fisher, is a man who impresses you imme
diately with his physical power. Not that he's a zoo-type, or anything like
that. He s magnificiently formed, tall, well proportioned. But his whole way
of moving, talking, just standing, is to project himself as just this physical
specimen. He met me at the door. Well, he said gruffly, are you waiting
for Nanna?
" 'It knocked out my confidence, just the way he said it, and, then, the
assumption, as though he were thinking, which I've no doubt that he was,
you ... what do you want with her, you skimpy boy . . . He grasped me by
the hand, almost lifted me into the house and then smiled. Ah, I know, he
said, just as gruffly as before, my way frightens you. Don't be. An animal,
yes. But why not.' That stunned me. But he went on, Nanna tells us very
little about you. Seems you see her home.
I murmured back, Yes. But Nanna's told me nothing about yOIL
He laughed and explained, I'm her brother. Am I that different? He
frowned at my look of amazement. I assure you, he said pleasantly, I'm just
as intelligent, perhaps more so, than you or her. At that moment, I heard a
woman's voice laugh behind him. He turned about, saying, Sylvia, Mr.
Baldur. Sylvia's Nanna's sister.
" The woman, very beautiful, almost voluptously so, with long black
hair and such a strong, firm body, stood beside her bother, her arm on his
shoulder: Has I'isher been relating himself to you. Oh, but it's true, he's so
intelligent. She made an ironic little smile: Six languages, three degrees and
all that. And you, Mr. Baldur, how intelligent are you?
By this time, as you may well imagine, I was feeling quite uncomfort
able. I longed to get out of the place, with or without Nanna. The two of
them seemed to be delighting in prickling me. To them, I'm sure, it was all
a hig bitter joke of some sort. 1 was grasping for something to say, some
thing, hypocritically enough, which would be pleasing, if one could be pleasing with them, when I saw Nanna standing in back of them. It was as
though my recognition of her calmed me, for I said nothing. I merely felt
my confidence return. She s so different from the others; as you know, she's
scry slight in figure, pale and her hair s brown. And, above all, there's none
of that uncomfortable cleverness. She ',ust came forward and said, Charles,
I see you've met Sylvia and Fisher.
" 'Sylvia retorted, Oh yes, we've met your Charles. Nanna blushed but
said nothing. So that was my first meeting with her family. What, obviously,
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impressed me more than anything else, was the difference between Nanna
and the rest of her family. We didn't discuss it at dinner that night. But the
next time we went out together she asked me to meet her at the theatre.
" 'But this didn't occur for some time. I had been sent out on a tour
of colleges. For two months I traveled about the country reading professors'
manuscripts. During this period I sent Nanna a series of letters, she returning
her own. Nothing very deep by either of us, just the common which tightens
the bond. When I returned back to the office I asked Nanna to the theatre.
It was then that she suggested that I meet her downtown. At first I thought
that, perhaps, she had something to do downtown or some sort of reason
like that.'
"He stopped for a minute and I, a little tired by this time, attempted
to ply him with a drink. He finally settled for a cup of coffee and, seeing
that the evening might go on interminably, I did likewise. I wanted him so
much to get to it, to be brief, if he could. But I didn't dare hurry him along;
it would spoil his case.
"He began again, rather slowly, saying, 'I know you know what Nanna
looks like, Russet, but I must describe her for you as she stood there, waiting
for me in front of the theatre. She was like a marble figure, a white figurine.
It was raining. And she was standing outside in the rain, her head bowed,
the slight figure bent. I came up to her and placed my hand on her arm.
She stayed as she was and I saw she had been crying. Such a face for tears,
all turned down at the corners, the large brown eyes reddened and encircled
with darkness. She caught hold of my arm to steady herself. I knew she was
trembling, could feel her shiver through her hand. I didn't know whether
to go to the theatre or what... To my questions of Is something the matter?
Are you feeling all right?, she only nodded. I thought it best that we see the
play, perhaps giving her a chance to collect herself, and, if not, we could
certainly leave. We did leave during the second act. The play turned out
rather badly. It was one of those period pieces in which the emphasis was on
the production. And the lines, after the first fifteen minutes, became rather
stiffling. In mutual disagreement with the performance, we left the theatre
and went around the corner to some place for a drink or two. She had been
silent for the whole while. Still that white countenance, and, every now and
then, a sob which she tried to keep down. For she was trying to get hold of
herself. I could see that. I think now, in all the times we had been together,
she always tried to make me feel at ease. It was, I suppose, part of her gift
of response. We sat down there and ordered a few things. I tried to calm
her, for I could see that she was still distraught. But she only answered. Oh,
I'm all right, Charles. It was a bad play, wasn't it .' Hardly fit for your
homecoming.
" 'We seemed to be playing some kind of game, returning to the talk
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of trivia. She shook her head to all my questions of why she was so unhappy,
while 1 tried to carry her avoidances along, tried to turn the conversation
another way to help her. But I couldn't. I couldn't because I was most con
cerned over her distress. It was very upsetting for me because this was to be
my evening with her, my evening in that ... oh this sounds so bad, but it s
all part of it, I must tell you this as well as all the rest . . . well, during my
two months of traveling, she had been the preoccupation of my freer hours,
you must know how it is .. .'
"He didn't need my nod for this, but I gave it to him, as useless as it
was. I didn't want to object to anything, wanted him to go on.
" 'I had wanted to say so much to her this evening and I still meant to.
We stood up to go and Nanna turned to me and said, almost pleadingly, I
think that I'd better go home by myself, Charles. Thank you so much. I m
terribly sorry if I spoiled things this evening. I guess I'm just not up to it.
" 'Don't be ridiculous, Nanna. I'll take you home, I insisted.
" 'No. She said this most emphatically.
"'But I wasn't listening. I said some silly thing like, But the evening
was marvelous, Nanna. Your company ... I mean. We were standing in the
middle of the pavement in front of the restaurant, people were moving all
about us. I had a firm hold on the girls arm, as though to keep her there,
with me, to make an isle out of ourselves.
" 'No ... No . .. She said back to me, You don't understand.
" 'I guess I didn't then, but her determination, her sorrow, all together
expressed in her face, and then her arm in mine, was just too much. I em
braced her there and she sank, sobbing, onto my shoulder. W e took a cab to
her place, all the while she, crying on my shoulder, occasionally emitting a
Please, Charles, leave me off. I can't face them anymore . . . please. But I
wasn't listening too much. There was, for me, only the girl Nanna leaning
up against me, her whole being there beside me.
" 'I escorted her inside, all the time, she, leaning on me, protesting that I
can't face them anymore . . . please, especially with you, Charles. Then she
turned to me in the darkness—apparently neither of them were home as yet,
I could just make out the outline of her face. You don't understand, she
said, they're so different from me.
"'I told her that I saw that, but what of it? Certainly that couldn't
be the matter. Was that all? I must've seemed quite stupid there, asking
those questions, trying to minimize her problem, without knowing the least
bit about it.
" 'She flopped down onto a sofa ar.d didn't speak for a while. Then she
turned her face up to me and said, Don't you see how much they re alike
and how different I am from them. It's always been that way. Those two,
older than I, have kept together for as long as I can remember. This never
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bothered me, even when I was a child. And then, even when, occasionally,
they tormented me, I didn't mind. But now there's more. Oh so much more
and they never leave me alone. They're always trying to make me uncom
fortable ... as though they wished to be rid of me. There was nothing
plaintive in her tone, it was all spoken 'matter of factly.'
" 'I asked her why she didn't leave, find another place to five. She only
replied, I can't. Then, after a brief pause in which she scrutinized my face,
must have noted the bewilderment, for I just did not know what to say
to her, she began again, I must explain to you, Charles . ..
" 'There was such an emphasis on the you. I bent down and was holding
her face in my hands when I heard an Ah, so nice behind me and turned,
startled, to see Sylvia standing there smiling. In a minute, the other one,
Fisher, came into the room with a broad sarcastic grin overspreading his
mouth. Nice to see you again, He slapped me with.
" 'I stood there, my hands hanging, grotesquely, at my sides. Nanna's
color rose, as if, in the act of protecting me, her courage had returned. She
got up from the sofa. Fisher turned to her, saying, Why don't you help
Sylvia make a few drinks. His was not a request.
" 'She looked at me, then remarked, I shall, in a minute. Fisher . . .
Charles . . . You two can't be left together, can you? Not Charles, but
you, Fisher ...
"'Stop this nonsense, Nanna, he replied. You're making too much out
of nothing. Now get into the kitchen. Nanna paused in the threshold of the
room, as though she had something else to say. Then she shot a long look
at me, held me to her own eyes. I felt the terrible inadequacy of not being
able to fathom what she wanted, so silently, to say.
Once she'd left the room, Fisher faced me, almost pleasantly began,
Sit down, won't you. You seem, he said, to have taken an interest in our
Nanna. I'm very happy. She's a good looking girl, our sister. Then he
added, much more bluntly, But don't get too serious, my friend. The con
sequences won't be very nice. Sylvia and I desire our sister to live with us a
while longer, a good while longer. And, make no mistake about it, Nanna
will do what we ask.
Of course, I was taken back by this declaration, though it seemed to
fit in with what Nanna had said before. My mind raced ahead, perhaps the\
held her there by some threat or other . ..
"'You see, Fisher continued gruffly, We're a little family. We need our
little housekeeper. He said it with the greatest sarcasm edging his tone. She s
a spark, you must admit.
" 'A spark? Was all I could get out.
" 'Oh yes, she lightens the darkest corners, he replied pleasantly, as the
two women returned, Nanna carrying a tray with three glasses, Sylvia fol4* 4
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lowing, like the warder of some penal institution. Nanna paused in front of
me, offering the tray for me to select from. Again her eyes met mine, and
this time I deciphered a LEAVE, the sign of danger telling me to GET
OUT. But I answered, in the same silent manner, that I didn't want to, that
I wished to stay. She sat down, her long fingers drumming nervously upon
the table beside her. There were a few moments of silence. Then Sylvia
broke in, Come now, how was the play ?
" 'I replied, Terrible. We left during the second act.
" 'A rude laugh from Sylvia who crudely inquired, And you've been
here all this time? How naughty.
" 'Oh don't start, Sylvia, please don't. Nanna got up and turned to
Fisher. Stop her, will you . . . I'm not a child. 1 can't be treated this way . . .
please stop.
"'Fisher grabbed her arm. Sit down Nanna. Sylvia just asked about the
theatre . .. nothing else. Stop it Nanna.
" 'I could see his fingers tightening on the girl's arm, her whole body
shaking. I didn't know, as usual, quite what to do. I wanted to hide my
eyes. Sylvia rose from her chair and pryed Fisher's hand off Nanna's arm.
Then she commandeered Nanna back to where she'd been sitting. Without a
word Sylvia returned to her chair, threw a long glance at Fisher and then
turned to me, to say, Nanna's so sensitive. I didn't mean anything by it . . .
Sylvia wasn't apologizing, just explaining, as though she wished to put the
blame on Nanna. Nanna, her face hidden in her hands, her shoulders
hunched, was silent. She wasn't crying. Just, just hiding. Fisher spoke across
to Sylvia, though what he said was obviously addressed to both Nanna and
me, I told you he would be bad for her. Then he turned to me, remarking,
tersely, I must ask you, Mr. Baldur, to leave now. As you see, Nanna's ter
ribly upset.
" 'Nanna lifted her head, Oh no, no. Now that he's here. I didn't want
him to come, Fisher. But he insisted. He's here now and he mustn't leave.
Don't make him go. I couldn't stand it, must have someone here with me ...
" 'The whole scene seemed so staged, so unreal, with the girl sitting
there, folded in misery, Fisher, huge, commanding. And Sylvia, turning her
body to the girl—a body which almost made you want to reach out and hold
it, until the voice repulsed, my excitement died, I seemed to see her wither
into the chair, curl about—to say: Now Nanna, dear, do behave. I'm sure
Mr. Baldur would like to get some sleep tonight ... by himself. After all,
it's late, almost two-thirty.'
"He had stopped to finish off the, coffee, which was, I'm sure, cold by
that time. I offered to get him another cup. But he only answered, 'No, I
want to get this over with. You must be tired, Russet. I'm sorry. Do you
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want me to finish.' But, before I could encourage him, he answered him
self, 'But I must.'
"Talking had tired him as well, but the excitement still broke in oc
casionally. And, every now and then, he would put his head between his
hands, as though he wished to re-gather and fit together the details. I kept
dissuading myself that I would have to act as judge. I didn't want to be put
in that position. And, as a matter of fact, almost told him as much, admonished
him that, if his account concluded in such a manner as to necessitate a verdict
of any kind, I was indisposed to pass one. But I didn't because his whole
manner told me that I was more the funnel into which he was pouring his
flood, the file to hold, but not to handle, the testimony. Of course," Russet
smiled, "I'm handling it now, but observe, I add nothing, no comment,
nothing at all. I'm merely telling you, opening myself to display, without
refinement, Baldur's evidence.
"The boy continued, 'Fisher stood up, Sylvia following, and, to avoid a
scene—to avoid, that is, becoming involved in the scene, I rose too, as though
to leave, but first going to Nanna. You're going, aren't you? She barely
whispered. I nodded. She went on, speaking ever so softly, as though to
include only us two, I asked you not to come here. Now that you're here
you shouldn't leave. She paused for a moment, her figure becoming smaller
and smaller in my gaze, as though she was sinking further into the sofa.
Then she finished, But go ahead. It's all too late now. I reached for her hand,
pressed it, damp and trembling as it was, and then left, without even a nod
to the other two.
" 'That was Saturday night. On Monday morning I saw Nanna in the
office, yet didn't speak to her. I tried, but was always busy or out somewhere.
I did notice that she looked paler than usual and she had her hair fixed
differently . . . strange detail to recall ... all piled on top of her head, her
neck, a slender white column. After work I managed to slip into the seat
next to her on the bus. For a while neither of us said anything. I really didn t
want to spoil it with any unpleasantness. But I was plagued with curi
osity . . . and care, worry about just what was happening to her, why this
scene Saturday night. I said to her, Nanna, why don t you tell me what s
wrong. What's happening. It's frightening.
" 'It is ... It is .. . She murmured. 1 hen she said, But I can t involve
you, Charles.
" 'I asked her out again to dine with me. She refused, then said that
we'd better not see each other again, that that would be best. But Nanna, I
replied, slightly upset, Let's stop acting like this. 1his isn t a movie. It would
be so much better for us both if we dined together and spoke about this . . .
all of it. The bus was coming to her stop. I laid my hand on her arm and
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said, lightly, At least promise to go out with me, or I shan't let you off.
" 'Like a child, she responded, Oh you must, you must, Charles. I'll go
out with you.
" 'She was so serious about it that I replied, Don't, if you really don't
want to, Nanna.
" 'But I do. I do want to. Only let's meet somewhere. I don't want you
to come to the house. They won't let me see you again. After work tomorrow.
I'll tell them that I've got to stay late.
" 'I wondered at such deception; but, recalling the scene Saturday night,
I agreed, releasing her. She surprised me by bending over me, as she left the
seat, and kissing me on the forehead. She did it so gently. I had the fine
sensation of her body brushing past me, the lightness of her figure and the
faint, but relieving perfume lingering with me.
" 'Up to this time I had not been so curious as to what was going on,
though I had worried much over Nanna. Oh, certainly, at those particular
instances, when Nanna was with me, I did wonder why. But, left alone,
my thoughts dwelt solely on the girl, recalling her happier moments. Now
I had that last exit to hold me until the next evening. Yet, even with this,
the remembrance of the touch of the trembling hand, or the pale unhappy
face, almost sickly looking, began to dominate my thoughts. I puzzled over
what caused these fits. I took account of the brother and sister. But, surely, I
thought, they couldn't be at the bottom of it. At any rate, I spent the eve
ning rummaging my mind for a clearer—and happier—picture of my rela
tions with Nanna. I did have a lot to do—reading, but couldn't get down to
it. One thing that struck me was, that though I had related to her almost
all of my circumstances, my family and all that, she'd never told me anything
about her own. I determined, the next evening, if she was reticent, to talk
to her about that.
" 'I met her after work the next afternoon. We decided to walk around a
little and then go to dinner. She seemed gayer than I'd ever seen her, and
we flounced around town, going into stores and keeping salesmen there well
after closing, never buying, just pretending. And then we left the exasperated
salespeople, we, bursting into laughter on the pavement. It was so nice, so
very great. We did have our on-lookers, people scurrying home from work,
bumping into us, startled and, perhaps, annoyed, by our good humor, our
laughter. But, for the most part, they, all of them, the people about us who
flooded the streets, left us alone. They, too, had their preoccupations. And,
after a while, there was hardly anybody about. The people had, most of
them, gone home, left us alone. Almost al\ the larger and better stores were
closed. And we could just look into the store windows and see the displays,
point to something horrible and banal, like a dumbly smiling manniquin,
and laugh. But, then, we were so alone. I suppose that awareness grew upon
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us both, so that wc sobered. Until, at last, we stood in an emptied arcade, I,
holding her arm loosely, she, leaning against me, our steps echoing in the
dimness of the place. As you can well imagine, we'd spoken seriously very
little. We moved off to one of those delightful squares in the city, where here
and there, on benches, old men and women sat about, quietly surveying the
evening, where most of the noise was pigeon noise.
" 'We sat down, rather breathless for all our running about, on an empty
bench. I was listening to all the sounds about me, trying, I suppose, to avoid
the recognition of Nanna's change, the gloominess which now, while we
were immobile, had settled upon her, grown out of her. It affected me, too,
for, try as I might, all the past of our relationships burdened forth with
identical gloomy clouds.
" 'I didn't want to begin things this time, didn't want to plead with
her to tell me what was the matter. Instead, to comfort, support her, I
tightened my arm about her shoulders. And she, she folded up into the
embrace, staying there, the slight trembling beginning again. I think I could
have lifted her there and carried her away—such a romantic vision. I wanted
so much to press her to me, to take her away, to relieve her of her sadness.
" 'It was turning late. The lights had flickered on about us. Most of the
others on the benches had left, except, of course, those asleep. I thought she
might be asleep. I bent down to lightly graze her cheek, saw that she wasn't:
she was looking up at me, so, so that I had to turn away. Her voice was like
a vista in a dream to which you never come closer, no matter how far, you
dream, you travel. It was soft and I had to bend, again, to it, yet could barely
hear it then, though the tone, the quality which hung about her words,
hurried me into them, so that I was aware of nothing else.
" 'Must we, she said, talk of such things. I knew what she meant, that
she was talking of herself and her family. She went on: My brother and
sister, they're older than me. Not much. And they're very different. All of
this you know. My parents died when we were very young. They left, in
trust, a large estate . . . like you. She paused, then: But ever since my
parents died . . . we were very young then, all in our early teens, the other
two tried me. Oh, you can't imagine what it's been like. First we lived with
our grandparents . . . until they died, too. There, it was horrible, just hor
rible, for they, my mother's parents, were both old and didn t care too much,
I mean, didn't pay too much attention to us. And after they died, Fisher,
being twenty-one, decided that we'd move back into the family town house.
And there we've been ever since. But you wonder what it is which they do
. . . they've tried to drive me insane. Oh yes, it s true. Twice, now, I ve had
breakdowns. How? You see their method, even with you they experiment.
Fisher even did his graduate work in psychology. Everything they do is an
act. The physical exhibitionalism. ... It s awful. At first they would just
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pick on me, gang up. But that was when we were young. They grew
together. Now it's systematic. Fisher would gain my confidence and then
betray me to Sylvia. Sylvia would be nice for a while and, then, at once, she
would change. That was once. Now there's this voice of their's, saying things,
doing things. Nothing overt, just little things which gnaw at you.
" 'I didn't know what to say to her. She continued, talking in the same
soft, but entrancing, way. You ask why. 1 know that they would like me
away, committed to an asylum. Together. It's like that. They re so much
alike. They'd like that, to live together. I can't leave. As soon as I do Fisher
threatens to have me committed. He knows he can do it. Since my last
breakdown, the doctor put me in his care . . . Fisher ... as long as I stay
there, I've a chance. Perhaps I only delay it, but I can't think of going into
an asvlum, breaking off with everything alive . . . Charles . . .
" 'She pressed up against me, not crying, just leaning, for support, against
me. It had taken so much out of her to tell me. We stayed there a while
longer, until there was no one left but us. And, then, helping her up, I took
her off to dinner. We did not eat very much. It was a long and quiet time,
though, before we left the restaurant.'
"The boy stopped talking. Then," Russet murmured, "I asked him if
there was not more to his story. 'Yes,' he said, 'but I don t know how to tell
you.' Like you've been doing, I offered. 'I can t, he replied, It s just too
much. It's everything that's driven me here and will drive me to my cell.
And, yet, it's the shortest part.'
"We both sat back for a short while. It was almost four a.m. I had an
idea and suggested that he write it down. 'Yes, he said, that should do.
But you shan't read it until after I ve left. And then, then, he said, destroy
it.' As you see," Russet said to me, as he got up, "I've not completely carried
out m v commission. Will you wait a moment while I run inside and get the
papers?"
Without waiting for my answer, he slipped indoors, leaving me on the
now darkened porch, watching the lightning bugs alight on the empty
furniture, or outlining a glass' rim with their mystic shine. It was really
very nice out there, waiting for Russet, all those rural night noises, we miss
so m uch in the city, humming about, and a nice breeze washing your face,
so that I felt quite refreshed. Russet reappeared, saying something about
our wives still going at it, isn't that just like women, and, then, in the light
from indoors, smiling ironically at me. He held an old legal pad in his hand
and commenced reading, in the same monotone, as soon as he had seated
himself.
r
"'I begin, Russet, where I left off: after dinner. Again she didn't want
me to see her home. But I knew how upset she was and insisted. All the
way she had those little trembling fits which I mentioned before. I felt that
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. . . (well, Russet, these notes of mine shall be very rough ... 1 just can't
express myself any more ... it would seem) that . . . well, I had to
shelter her somehow. I wanted to see her safe in a hotel. But she kept saying
that that would be all they needed ... to take her off. We reached her place
which was, again, dark. She said, they're (always that emphasis on they or
them) not at home. Should you come in? Better we stopped now ... all
together. She said it all in one breath. I told her nonsense. We went in. No,
she said, it'd be better if we didn't sit here (the living room), come into the
library. We went into the library where she fixed me a drink. I was still
mentally numbed by her speech before dinner. She sat down beside me on
the sofa. We embraced and, I believe, it is all so, so overwhelming, that then
I asked her to marry me.
" 'She drew back, her face growing horribly pale, her hands trembling
in mine. Oh no, no, she sobbed softly. They'd never let me. I tightened my
embrace, felt the warm softness of her body seek mine, held her there, quietly,
almost as though she was a child. It was while we were like that, her moist
cheek pressing against mine, I, so speechless with the emotion she trans
mitted, that we heard the front door open and the two voices. She pulled
back from me, but made no effort to rise, switching off the table lamp
beside us, whispering to me: Quiet, oh please be quiet. They won't come in
here. After they go up, you must leave.
" 'The door to the library was open, and, holding Nanna, so softly
there, I— and she too, I know—could hear even' word they said:
" 'She, I guess Nanna isn't home yet.
" 'He, No. I didn't think she told the truth this morning about working
late. Probably Charles Baldur is keeping her busy.
" 'She, You're crude, sometimes, Fisher. But we must speak to her
again. It's dangerous . . . for us, as well. Wasn't it nice tonight? The
concert.
" 'He, Oh yes. Though we must be careful in public, much more careful
than we've been.
" 'I heard Sylvia's laughter, then Fisher's voice saying, harshly, Oh stop
it, will you.
" 'I'm sorry, Fisher, really. It just escapes me why. I mean, so what if
everyone knows everything.
" 'She paused, then continued. But I guess it would be dreadful.
" 'He echoed her, Dreadful. We must be more careful . . . and with
Nanna too. I could talk to the doctor again.
"'Fisher, it was the silvery voice again. There was a silence, the sound
of an embrace, the drawing together of two bodies. The woman s voice,
finally, almost gasping. We're so much, too much, as Nanna says, alike.
We'd better go up before she comes in. You speak to her in the morning . . .
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" 'Wait, I heard him whisper. They stood outside the library door, across
from the staircase. Framed there, the sight confirmed the sound, as I saw
them draw together in an embrace, the woman clinging to the man, pressing
herself hard against him, he, pulling her up against himself, his hand, white
with strain, bent, claw-like, in the small of her back. They parted and
walked towards the stairs.
Nanna's head was buried in the el of my shoulder. When I heard the
doors close on the second floor, I asked her, Did you know of this, too?
"'Yes, yes, She whispered back. Oh God. At first they pretended, even
at the grandparents. To torment me. But, then, almost as soon as the old
people had died, they found that even they couldn't pretend . . . between
themselves. She sank again onto my shoulder to cry dryly. Mastering herself
somewhat, she uttered, Oh it's worse now . . . now that you've seen. So
worse. I've shown you all . . . everything terrible . . . and it's all me . . .
all me ... It was said desperately, but in a whisper.
" 'I wanted her to leave with me. But, of course, she wouldn't. There
was really nothing I could do. Quietly, we went to the door. I bent to kiss
her, but she turned her head. I only grazed her cheek. I never saw Nanna
again. Sudden, isn't it? But she didn't come to work the next day. I was
horribly upset. I didn't know what to do, who to turn to. I should've tried you.
" 'I waited a few clays. When she still didn't return, I asked the office
manager, who told me that Nanna had a break down. I gathered up my
courage and went back to her house.
" 'Fisher answered the door. I asked after Nanna, saying I'd heard she
was ill. He didn't ask me in at once, just stood there looking at me with a
kind of puzzled expression. Then, he said, won't you come in, Mr. Baldur.
There's some explaining which I must do.
" 'There in the living room sat Sylvia. She didn't rise to meet me, merely
held out her cold, but beautiful, hand. I had all I could do to control myself
from turning and running out. I was terribly frightened, though I doubt
whether I could specify of what.
44 'Mr. Baldur, Fisher began. We've had to place Nanna in a rest home.
She's suffered a breakdown. The third. Tuesday night. He added the last
as a pointed after-thought.
"'Here Sylvia interrupted: After a particularly long and difficult day
at the office, no doubt.
44 'He continued, A break down from which our doctor feels she has
little chance of recovery.
'"Sylvia interrupted again: That souuds so funny, Fisher . . . But it
is so tragic. We've put her away. To be brief, Mr. Baldur, where she will do
no one any harm.
Harm? I gasped out.
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" 'Frankly, Mr. Baldur, if you must know all the sordid details, Fisher
spoke up, obviously irritated by Sylvia's openness, A possibility of harm to
herself. You see, she attempted her life. Tuesday night. Nanna wouldn't
even be alive today if Sylvia hadn't heard her fall in the bathroom. Cut
her wrists.
" I felt like bursting out in laughter. Oh they described it as though
they were reading a script.
" 'It was ghastly, Sylvia said, looking down at the floor. And, then, so
sincerely, she added, Poor Nanna. It's all so horrible. Especially for us . . .
" 'Yes, I said softly. Fisher put his hand on my shoulder. He spoke to
me, Oh Mr. Baldur, she cared for you immensely. I know she would like
to see you, if she could. But she doesn't recognize anyone. Only Sylvia and
I have the doctor's permission to see her. And, you must admit, Mr. Baldur,
you did excite, if not upset, her very much.
" 'There was nothing else to say. And, Russet, there's nothing else to
write. I tried, but it was impossible, to find out where she had been sent.
You can't imagine the agony I've gone through, how deeply Nanna, herself,
intrudes on my every thought . . . that slight figure, the paleness, the
way she was . . . that's it, I suppose. I decided several months ago to go
into a retreat in the South. It remains my only way. But I still feel so . . .
so ... is it futile? ... I don't even know where she is . . . How she is
. . . or whether she even remembers me, if she isn't really sick . . . which
I believe more and more . . . does she still care for me. I abandoned her,
I suppose.
Even in the darkness I could see Russet look up. He laid the legal pad
aside and said, "And that's the end of Charles Baldur's account. He, of
course, has entered his order. No one ... I even looked into it . . . has
heard of Nanna since. Sylvia and Fisher sold their holdings in this country
and have moved to Mexico or some South American country, where rich
people from the States gather in little colonies. I still think of the girl, and,
as I've said, try every now and then to discover where she was hospitalized.
But, of course, so far, there's been no trace."'
We, Russet and I, sat in silence for a while, not just because of the tale
related, but because of the exhaustion of it all, the wearying out of day
turned to night, sat a while in silence to be cooled and refreshed by the air.
My wife appeared in the doorway with Mrs. Russet, and I was beckoned
away, leaving Russet, alone with his wife, on the porch, robed by night.

JOHN LEVY

Unsigned
Caught in stolen rhythm,
an adolescent in masturbation,
he squirmed, apologized, screamed
penitent, then published
the refinement of his art
and lapsed of memory.
Ovid no longer the master
but the Greek's entelechy:
Lot's pleas saved neither him
nor anyone else, though
all saw the abysm, it wasn't Sodom.
Thieves at the temple!
Zeus still on his pedestal,
gold untouched in caches,
friezes intact, lesser
gods remain in lesser places,
tho a column is missing.
Milton found eyeless on ye
mountains of Gilboa;
Saul and Jonathan, even David
annointed and avenger alike
saw the hole, it wasn't Gommorah.
Traitor interviewed in death-cell!
attempted to undermine society
through repeated attacks on
religion, wealth and government;
initiated catacombic cult,
tho he denied all charges.

CHARLES WILLIAMS

A Blind Beggar Presses
A blind beggar presses, keeps pressing
His fleshless bones against my back.
I, his guide, drag him forward
To stop the groping of his frantic hands.
One stops its flight, comes to rest,
A withered white swallow,
Always to nest across my chest.
Its callouses scrape my flesh;
I feel their scrape and hear—
What do I hear? -a tap
Tap, tap . . .
An unending tapping,
A blindman tapping in my head.

Ad a. per a.
There is a woman 1 know who
makes Seragraphs. She finds
angels' fingerprints cast in silver
a most lucrative industry.

9 West 53rd Street
In welded iron
with tusk-tipped breasts
a tortured Yerma stares,
with price afixed.
Chromium-nickel wire catches
the sun's last sad beam and is
pretentiously called "Sunset.
Twisted wire, enhanced in a
delerious plumber s dream.
Screaming, from the penetration of
fuscia on orange.
Few stare with wonder and gasp;
others laugh outright.
Their thoughts, twisted and mute, stare back.
Violet and green—the dementia
of a fisher of the night; the hand
defied that another "Toledo"
could have made.
A sixteen-year-old Virgin, with
ruby lips looks licentiously
from Christ
to the black hips of a Paris No. III.
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ROSS H. GELBSPAN

Pasternak and Karl Marx
Although it has been seized upon by countless propagandists in the
W est as a triumph of the artist over political divisions, as testimony to the
fact that the freedom of artistic expression can never be suppressed, not
even by the present Soviet regime, Pasternak's Dr. Zhivago emerges as one
of the most forceful affirmations of Marxism social prediction yet seen in any
literature.
It is unfortunate that in their zeal to wave the bloody shirt at the present
Soviet regime, so many British, French, and American critics have failed
to see the real political implications of Dr. Zhivago. But in reality it is neither
an affirmation of Christian-Democratic ideals, nor a praise of the nonMarxist Soviet Union. It is, in fact, a very real testimony to the verity of the
prophecies of Marx himself. Nor is the book intended as a presonnification
of Marxist ideology. But the unconscious implications of the author seem
politically very pertinent.
Marx wrote constantly of the fate of the Bourgeoisie under the new
socialist society. The member of the Bourgeoisis, he said, will find that his
previously effective standards of values and morals will no longer be enough
to sustain him. For these will crumble beneath the weight of the new
standards of the ruling proletariat.
And, in short, this is the fate of Yurii Zhivago, a Russian doctor, born
of the decadent aristocracy. Says Pasternak of Yurii's background:
While his mother was alive, Yura did not know that his father had aban
doned them long ago, leading a dissolute life in Siberia and abroad and
squandering the family millions.
He eventually finds himself a victim of the radical social transition in Russia
and enters a tragic state of moral and intellectual degeneration, unable to
withstand the bewildering new social forces.
Marx says, even in the Manifesto:
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What else docs the history if ideas prove, than that the intellectual produc
tion changes its character in proportion as material production is changed.
The ruling ideas of each age have ever been the ideas of its ruling classes . . .
There are eternal truths, such as Freedom, Justice, etc., that are common to
all states of society. But communism abolishes eternal truths, it abolishes all
religion, and all morality, instead of constituting them on a new basis; it
therefore acts in contradiction to all past historical experience. The com
munist revolution property relations; no wonder that its development involves
the most radical rupture with traditional ideas.
It is this very rupture that eventually infects the being of Yurii Zhivago and
renders him incapable of solving the critical conflicts with which he is
Look, for example, at Yurii's image of Lara, Lara of French birth, of
noble carriage and finely expressive features.
You could not communicate with life and existence, but she was their
representative, their expression, in her the inarticulate principle of existence
became sensitive and capable of speech. Everything about her was perfect.
flawless.
How she stands out against all the Russian women in the novel, including
Yurii's own wife. She is the embodiment of the dependable, timeless, noble
standard of values which Yurii tries so pathetically to rescue from the ruins
around him. Yet in time even she becomes separated from him. At that time,
Pasternak withdraws from his penetrating, close-up view of Y urn and the
figure of Dr. Zhivago is seen by the reader as an estranged character in the
throes of a tragic fall from which he never recovers.
. .
,,
Perhaps the clearest picture of Yurii and Lara as the vestiges of the old
society fighting against the social uprooting is seen in the dialogue during
their reunion in Yuriatin. In one of Lara's most revealing sentences, she says:
"But just look at what is going on. As soon as we become part of Soviet
Russia, we were sucked into its ruin. To keep going, they take everything
from us."
Yurii replies, later in the dialogue:
"Don't upset me. Don't listen to me. I only meant that I am jealous of a dark
unconscious element, something, irrational, unfathomable. I am jealous o
... the drops of sweat on your skin, of the germs in the air you breathe
which could get into your blood and poison you.
We will point finally, with some hesitation, to the famous passage in
which Dr. Zhivago sits by the window writing poetry.
After two or three stanzas and several images by which he himself was
struck, his work took possession of him and he felt the approach of what is
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called inspiration. At such moments the relation of the forces that determine
artistic creation is, as it were, reversed. The dominant thing is no longer
the state of mind the artist seeks to express, but the language in which he
wants to express it ... . Then, like the current of a mighty river polishing
stones and turning wheels by its very movement, the flow of speech creates
in passing, by virture of its own laws, meter and rhythm and countless other
relationships, which are even more important, but which are as yet unexplored, insu ciently recognized and unnamed.
at such moments Yurii Andreievich felt that the . . . work was being
done ... by a superior power which . . . directed him, namely the movement of a universal thought and poetry in its present historical stage and
the one to come.
The analogy here is perhaps too perfect, too articulate to be cited.
But if one compares Pasternak's view of poetry and language with Marx's
idea of the individual mind and the historical forces, the rest is self-explana
tory. For to the artist, the poetry is the embodiment of the idea and the
language, to borrow a Marxist term, is "the mode of production." Thus the
man is subject to all the unfathomable but imperative historical and social
forces. Then, too, there is the final sentence in which he mentions "the
present historical stage and the one to come."
Perhaps the analogy is over labored in its particularity. But there are
very definite similarities between the lingual forces which move Zhivago,
the poet, and the socio-historical forces which move Zhivago the man.
To read Dr. Zhivago as a primarily political work would be a gross
misinterpretation of the novel. But I do not think that one takes too many
liberties to demonstrate it as a reflection of very specific social reactions
forecast by Marx in 1848.

ROBERT B. MONTI EG EL

Bertolt Brecht: Expressionism and the
Calamity of Villainy
We all know that Bertolt Brecht wrote political poetry and because of
this fact we too often tend to inhibit our reading of Brecht by pointing to
specific periods in his life and relating his poetry to political issues occunng
at the time. To know the Communist Brecht and the Anti-individualist
Brecht doesn't add much to our understanding of his basic views as pre
sented in his verse.
,. . ,
Like all great poets Bertolt Brecht transcends the immediate political
situation of his time and is concerned with the ultimate political issue, namely
man's destiny. As a starting point to the study of any poetry we must ask
ourselves that eternal question: What, after all, does he say about man.
In this brief critique I mean to examine a recurrent, if not central, theme in
his poetry, especially his ballads or the "VolkjUed"—that genre which, par
ticularly in German literature, is so highly praised for touching the heart
of the people and reflecting human nature so simply. Brecht, it seems to
e
me, is exposing an inherent condition of man in its preseni-dav lightcondition, of course, is evil. However it is an evil which seems particularly
pathological and ruthless in our century. It is a rampant brutality, a morbid
and cancerous evil which spreads its roots into the very nerves of society.
In short, Brecht is viewing a condition that is unchecked which presents
itself as a calamity—the calamity of villainy.
The point is well taken, I think, if we examine one of his horror ballads:
Apfelbock or the Lily of the Field
In the mild daylight Jacob Apfelbock
Struck his father and his mother down
And shut them both into the launrky chest
And he stayed in the house, he was alone.
Clouds swam up and down beneath the sky,
Around the house a summer wind blew, warm and mild,
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And in the house he himself sat
Who seven days ago was still a child.
The days went by and the nights as well,
Though much was changed yet nothing changed at all.
By his parents Jacob Apfelbock simply
Waited for whatever might befall.
And when the bodies reeked within the chest
Then Jacob bought an azalia plant and he,
Jacob Apfelbock, that poor child,
From that day slept on the settee.
The milkwoman still delivered milk,
Skimmed buttermilk, sweet, rich and cool.
What he did not drink he emptied out
For Jacob's appetite was very small.
The newsboy still delivered papers,
With heavy tread at twilight when the day was done
And flung them into the mailbox slot
But Jacob Apfelbock he read not one.
And as the corpses stank through all the house
It made Jacob sick and then he wept
And, weeping, out upon the porch
To sleep, from then on Jacob crept.
Said the newsboy who came each day:
What do I smell? What is this stench?
In the mild daylight Jacob Apfelbock said:
It is the laundry in the laundry chest.
Said the milkwoman who came each day:
What do I smell? It reeks with something dead.
It is some veal spoiling in the icebox,
In the mild daylight Jacob said.
When at length, they looked into the chest
And asked him why he struck the Wow,
Jacob Apfelbock stood in the mild daylight
And Jacob said: I do not know.
The milkwoman wondered if, sooner or later,
When she spoke of it next day,
Jacob Apfelbock would yet once more
Visit the grave where his poor parents lay.
Tr. by H. R. Hays1
1Selected

Poems of Bertolt Brecht. Translated by H. R. Hays. Grove Press, Inc.
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I do not intend to embroider on something so simply stated. The most
frightful thing about the poem is Jacob Apfelbock's reply "I do not know."
He can give no explanation, for he is completely deranged. The alarming
thing, Brecht implies, is that before this brutal and saturnine act of killing
his parents Jacob Apfelbock was still a child, innocent and unable to enter
tain the thought of killing. But quite suddenly without any premeditation
he does indeed murder in a most sick and brutal fashion. At this point I
cannot refrain from quoting Dostoyevsky as he discusses his novel The
Devils. His concern is almost identical with Brecht's:
.... The horror lies precisely in the fact that in our midst the filthiest and
most villainous act may be committed by one who is not a villain at all!
This, however, happens, not only in our midst but throughout the world;
it has been so from time immemorial, during transitional epochs, at times
of violent commotion in people's lives—doubts, negations, skepticism and
vacillation regarding the fundamental social convictions. But in our midst
this is more possible than anywhere else, and precisely in our day; this is the
most pathological and saddest trait of our present time—the possibility of
considering oneself not as a villain, and sometimes almost not being one,
while perpetrating a patent and incontestable villainy—therein is our presentday calamity!
How well this applies to Jacob Apfelbock and to pre-war Germany!
This concern for the "calamity of villainy," is primarily the concern of
the Expressionist although Dostoyevsky was perhaps the first to give it
utterance in modern literature. The student of German literature, after
having read Brecht's "Apfelbock," couldn't help associating this ballad with
one by Frank Wedekind (1864-1918), a pre-Expressionist, who was the first
in German to voice the brutality and destructiveness of modern man in his
Lulu plays. The ballad to which I refer is again in the horror ballad tradition
and is entitled "Der Tantcnmoder" or "The Slayer of an Aunt." Loosely
translated it runs like this:
I have gone and butchered my aunt.
She was so old and weak;
While staying at her home one night
I pillaged her treasure boxes.
There I found heaps of gold
And papers of sundry worth.
I heard my old aunt snoring
Without a care in the world.
What avail was it that she fret—
Night had engulfed me—
I plunged the dagger through her belly,
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And ir»y aunt snored no more.
The lute was hard to lift,
Much heavier was my aunt.
I clasped her collar trembling
And threw her into the cellar.
I have gone and butchered my aunt.
She was so old and weak;
But you O judges, you begrudge
My blossoming-blossoming youth.

Now by looking at this Wedekind poem and comparing it with "Apfel
bock" I think we are able to arrive at Brecht's vision as a poet. Both ballads
dwell on the same theme. The striking difference between the two is that
Wedekind is simply stating a fact. He presents us with a dilemma, saying
man is brutal and deranged and that he lacks an ethic. Wedekind, taking
into account his other writings, is pleading for a new social ethic that will
allow man to give expression to his impulsive urges, thus acting as a preven
tion against this rampant brutality. This is a psychological problem which
Erich Fromm states concisely: "Destructiveness is the outcome of unlived
life."
Where, then, is Brecht's vision? How does he want to cope with this
pathological condition in modern man? From the context of his poems it
seems that pity and understanding are ways by which we can abet this
calamity. After reading "Apfelbock" or the Lily of the Field" one cannot
escape the profound pity that Brecht has for Jacob, "that poor child." Differ
ent from Wedekind's figure Jacob Apfelbock has a sense of remorse, for
he does weep. Brecht views this brutality as less cynical. Brecht simply wants
to understand this condition, and when he does understand and have pity
he is able to forgive man since time after time he was denied the right to
live life. He has then, almost a traditional approach: "lout cotnprendre
c'est tout pardonner." This notion is best stated by Bertolt Brecht himself in
his poem "Concerning the Infanticide, Marie Farrar":
But you, I beg you, check your wrath and scorn
For man needs help from every creature born.
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